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Abstract. In this paper, a technique for the calculation of the electrical transverse conductivity of unidirectional carbon ﬁber reinforced polymer (CFRP), based on Markov chains, is proposed. Inspired
by the microscopic cross-sectional structure of CFRP, an electrical percolation system is constructed.
The eﬀective transverse conductivity is derived from an equivalent conductance of the percolation network.
To achieve such a determination, a notion of escape probability associated to absorbing Markov chains is
applied. The obtained results are compared with those given by percolation theory; and also with published
experimental data. Our results are shown to be in good agreement with the references.

1 Introduction
The search for new materials combining stiﬀness, strength
and lightness to be used in diﬀerent types of structure is
an active ﬁeld of research. Materials such as carbon ﬁber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) seem to be a good choice. The
CFRP are made by the impregnation of carbon ﬁbers, that
are electrically conducting, in an insulating resin matrix.
The knowledge of the resulting electrical conductivity is of
great importance in most applications. An experimental
approach can be used to characterize this new conductivity. One idea is to inject an electric current ﬂowing through
the composite material [1]; measurement of potential drop
allows to derive the conductivity. However this method
suﬀers from the need to use many measurement samples
for getting suﬃcient accuracy. In mathematical modeling,
researchers have proposed several numerical methods to
study CFRP materials. Some of them represent CFRP by
a resistance network, including two kinds of resistance RL
and Rc . RL is the resistance in the longitudinal direction,
calculated for a length called “electrical eﬀective length”,
noted δec deﬁned as the average distance between adjacent
contact points. Rc is the inter ﬁber contact resistance [2,3].
In reference [4], an analytic expression is used to
evaluate a set bounds of the transverse resistivity of two
predeﬁned network conﬁgurations. In reference [3] the
position of inter ﬁber contacts was studied using random
contacts of line segments set of length δec. Other works use
a
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homogeneization methods to get the eﬀective conductivity [5]. Those methods involve replacing a heterogeneous medium by a homogeneous one, having the same
macroscopic behavior; those methods still use measurement information at least for the ﬁrst layer of the CFRP
sample.
In our work we are interested in characterizing the
transverse electrical conductivity of a unidirectional
CFRP. In spite of the fact that the ﬁbers are aligned, there
remain random contacts between them; this is essentially
due to ﬁber waviness and lack or absence of insulating
matrix resin between them. This will cause non-vanishing
conductivity transverse to the ﬁbers. Our approach is
based on the idea of modeling CFRP by a resistance network, starting from the observation of the number of contacts on one ﬁber, seen in a microscopic transverse section.
To represent a random distribution, a ﬁber removal model
was adopted.

2 Network representation
The knowledge of the number of ﬁber contacts and their
locations is of great importance, since it will determine the
path of the electrical current through the CFRP. There
are two ways to represent random ﬁber distributions in a
unidirectional CFRP.
2.1 Monte Carlo ﬁber placement
The ﬁbers are considered as circles placed in a rectangular
box called “Cell”. Each circle is described by two random
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Fig. 2. Resulting network: (a) fully ﬁlled, (b) partially ﬁlled.

Polymer
Fig. 1. Transversal section of unidirectional ﬁbers.

numbers which represent center coordinates. The circle
generation continues until the desired volume ﬁlling ratio
is obtained. Taking care that every new circle does not
overlap the previously generated ones (10% overlapping is
generally allowed) and does not cross the cell limits [6].
2.2 Monte Carlo ﬁber removal
In this model, we ﬁrst ﬁll the cell in an orderly way; then
we randomly remove circles until we get a desired volume
ﬁlling ratio. Besides its simplicity and speed, this technique has the advantage to warrant ﬁlling rates higher
than 60%. Based on this, a cross-section of unidirectional
composite is taken as a starting point to form our network
resistances. The CFRP layers are considered to be formed
by a perfectly a straight cylinders of carbon, oriented in
the same direction.
In reference [2], it is reported that the inclination angle
of the unidirectional ﬁber composite is between 0.2◦ and
1◦ with a ripple around its axis on distance δec . Figure 1
shows a picture of unidirectional CFRP material taken
by scanning electron microscopy (in the GEM laboratory,
Saint-Nazaire) with possible contacts between ﬁbers.
In this context, we construct our resistance network as
shown in Figure 2. By numbering nodes (circle centers)
and connecting them we will get a connected graph.

3 Calculating eﬀective conductivity
3.1 Longitudinal conductivity
The longitudinal conductivity (parallel to the ﬁbers) is due
to current ﬂowing along the ﬁbers, a good approximation
of its value is given by a simple mixture law [7]:
σlong = τ × σcarb ,

(1)

where τ is the ﬁlling rate, σcarb is the carbon conductivity
(S/m).

Fig. 3. Example of a resistance network cell.

3.2 Transverse conductivity
The conductivity perpendicular to the ﬁbers is due to
inter-ﬁber contacts that depend on the volume fraction of
the ﬁbers and also on the degree of inter-ﬁber contact [8].
In this section we introduce our representative volume
element, in which the transversal conductivity is calculated. Due to the random distribution, the ﬁber contacts
are not necessarily located in the same plane; however this
ﬁbers arrangement was used with proper δec adjustment
in analytical expression to ﬁt experimental results [2].
Based on this we can consider contacts as shown
Figure 3, where contacts are in the same plane.
Once we have deﬁned our representative volume element, the analogy with electrical networks as undirected
connected graphs is considered [9]; with edges xyi of conductance Cxyi between the node x and its neighboring
nodes yi .
The voltage Vx at node x can be calculated:
Vx =

 Cxy
i
V yi ,
Cx

(2)

i∈N

where Cx is the sum of the conductances connected to
node x and N the number of nodes connected to the
node x (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Example of connection between node x and nodes yi.

We deﬁne a matrix P as a transition matrix associated
with our circuit Figure 3; whose (i, j)th entry is pij , that
is the probability of a transition from i to j is deﬁned as:
Px→yi =

Cxyi
.
Cx

(3)

The calculation of potentials will be done by Markov
absorbing chains. A Markov chain is absorbing if it has
at least one absorbing state and from every state it is possible to go to an absorbing state, by deﬁnition:
– Absorbing state: once the walker reaches this state, it
is impossible to leave it. The probability of transition
is pii = 1 (nodes connected to generator).
– Non-absorbing or transient state: applied to the rest
of nodes.
We reorder the states so that the absorbing states come
ﬁrst and the non-absorbing states come last:


I O
P =
,
(4)
RQ

In order to compute the transversal conductance, we
introduce two additional nodes:
Node a, connected with inﬁnite conductivity to all
nodes representing ﬁbers touching the 1V plane, and
node b, connected with inﬁnite conductivity to all the
nodes representing ﬁbers touching the 0V plane. The
potential distribution over the nodes can be computed
from random walks from node a to node b. With the computed potential distribution, the equivalent conductance
follows as:
ia
(6)
Ceﬀ = ,
va
where ia is the current ﬂowing into the network from
node a. For va = 1 this current is given by:

ia =
(Va − Vyi )Cayi .
(7)
i∈N

Multiplying by the sum of total conductance connected to
the node a i.e., Ca :
ia =



(Va − Vyi )Ca

i∈N

(8)

Deﬁne Pay as the probability assigned to the walk on
selecting edge ayi at node a, knowing that Ca Va does not
aﬀect the summation equation (7):

ia = Ca Va −
Vyi Payi Ca .
(9)
i∈N

For Va = 1:

ia = Ca (1 −



Vyi Payi ),

(10)

i∈N

from which we deﬁne the Escape probability as:

Pesc = 1 −
Vyi Payi .

(11)

i∈N

where we introduced:
– I: an identity matrix indicating that one always
remains in an absorbing state once it is reached.
– O: a zero matrix representing 0 probability of transitioning from the absorbing states to the non-absorbing
states.
– R: the transition probabilities from the non-absorbing
states to the absorbing states.
– Q: the transition probabilities between the non
absorbing states.

We get:

(5)

The coeﬃcients, bij , of this matrix B give the probability
of ending up at an absorbing state j starting from the
transient state i, which is the probabilistic deﬁnition of
voltage.
The number of rows i in matrix B corresponds to the
number of transient nodes, and the number of columns j
corresponds to the number of absorbing nodes.

ia = Ca Pesc ,

(12)

we deduce the equivalent conductance:
Ceﬀ = Ca Pesc .

(13)

Having the equivalent conductance and the dimensions of
the cell, the eﬀective transverse conductivity will be:
σT =

Knowing those matrix we can calculate the matrix of
absorption probabilities, B, as:
B = (I − Q)−1 R.

Cayi
.
Ca

Ceﬀ l
.
S

(14)

4 Simulation results
The simulation is performed on an initial network of 100
ﬁbers with a diameter of 6 μm, the inter ﬁber contact
resistance RC is taken as the resistance of a section of ﬁber
length equal to the diameter [4]. For each ﬁlling rate several circuit conﬁgurations are possible, and for each conﬁguration the eﬀective conductivity is evaluated. Then,
the average transverse conductivity is determined.
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Fig. 6. Eﬀective electrical conductivity variation with respect
to the ﬁlling rate.

Fig. 7. Eﬀect of the average distance between two contacts on
the transverse conductivity.

φ: volume fraction,
φc : critical ﬁber volume fraction,
F : the maximum volume fraction,
σc : critical conductivity,
σM : maximal value of the electric conductivity,
σ: eﬀective conductivity,
t: setting range 1.6–1.9.
Fig. 5. Flow chart describing the implemented algorithm for
one desired ﬁber volume fraction.

It is to be noted that for lower ﬁlling rate, below 35%,
there will be many non-connected graphs, so the electrical
conductivity will be zeroed, but for rates above 35% the
percolation threshold is reached; so we have less chance to
get a non connected graph. The algorithm is implemented
in Matlab as described in Figure 5.
Taking the parameters, ﬁbers electric conductivity
66 kS/m and δec = 320 μm. A comparison with results
determined from percolation theory [10] is carried out
(Fig. 6) where:

t
φ − φc
σ = σc + (σc + σM )
,
(15)
F − φc

The φc (percolation threshold for CFRP) is generally
found in the literature are between 35% to 45%. and σM
is admitted between 65 and 70%, so we power law relation
was used to approximate their value σM = (φ−φc )t which
include only exponential part of conductivity. To see if our
model feet with percolation theory, an additional couple
(φc , σM ) is add, this couple correspond to the theoretical
maximum volume faction reached by monte-carlo-removal
model which is around 80%.
The percolation theory model requires experimental
determination of the percolation threshold and the maximum critical conductivity, while the approach we propose
is based on simple considerations of a resistance network
and current paths. Our model predicts 140–160 S/m for a
ﬁlling rate of around 60% for unidirectional CFRP which
corresponds well with the experimentally obtained values
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given in reference [11]. Another important parameter that
inﬂuences the transverse conductivity is the average distance δec ; which we have used for calculating the longitudinal conductance in our representative volume element.
Figure 7 shows the inverse eﬀect between average distance δec for diﬀerent volume fraction, and the transverse
eﬀective electrical conductivity. We can see that when the
distance between two successive contacts increases, the
eﬀective transverse conductivity decreases in low value
even for high volume ﬁlling rate.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the electrical conductivity in the transverse direction of unidirectional CFRP material is numerically calculated. Based on the distribution of ﬁbers in the
insulating matrix viewed in transverse microscopic scale,
an original percolation conductance network is obtained.
The equivalent conductance is evaluated. Absorbing
Markov chains are used for calculating voltages at diﬀerent nodes of the obtained connected graph, and the escape
probability is used to get equivalent conductance of the
obtained resistance network. the inﬂuence of the main
parameters on this transverse conductivity which are ﬁlling rate and electrical eﬀective length are also shown.
A good agreement with results found in the literature is
observed.
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